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Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation, High School Yards, Edinburgh, EH1 1LZ 

Friday 28th November 2014 

 

IDEAS FORUM: ‘UNLOCKING ENTREPRENEURIALISM AND BUSINESS 
GROWTH IN CITIES’ 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION POINTS 

 
This note provides a summary of the main points and questions raised after each presentation.  It 

does NOT provide a summary of the content of each presentation, and should be read in conjunction 

with the presentation outlines (which are reproduced at the end of this document) and/or 

presentation slides (which are available at www.sckc.org.uk). 

Please note that specific points cannot necessarily be attributed to the presenter, nor any other  

individual present. 

  

Entrepreneurial eco-systems 

 Key roles for ‘anchor’ institutions and ‘blockbuster’ entrepreneurs imply that 

entrepreneurialism is quite a top-down driven process – what is the evidence for this? 

 Balance of ‘people’ and ‘place’ policies to support entrepreneurialism? 

 Different roles/strengths of different types and sizes of businesses (an ‘eco-system’ of firms), 

e.g. with smaller firms contributing to growth and large firms contributing innovation and 

incubating entrepreneurs? 

 

Growth of microbusinesses 

 Growth of microbusinesses is greater in cities – but how large does a city need to be to 

produce higher microbusiness growth?  This cannot be precisely measured from the data 

available.  Could be related to the size of an industry in a city (‘localisation’ economy) rather 

than city size per se (‘urbanisation’ economy)? 

http://www.sckc.org.uk/
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 Is the rapid growth in businesses with no employees a labour market effect (people driven 

into self-employment by necessity) rather than entrepreneurialism?  While the rise has 

accelerated since the economic crisis, there was a long-run and strong increase during the 

long boom and before.  On one hand, this trend may reflect structural change in the labour 

market (out-sourcing, casualization).  More positively, however, it also may represent the 

emergence of flexible ‘portfolio’ careers, diversity, empowerment (common in some new 

industries, especially IT) – which may in turn lead to entrepreneurialism. 

 What is the difference between self-employment and entrepreneurialism? One definition of 

entrepreneurialism is bringing a product or process to the market – although in the case of 

skilled self-employment (e.g. consultancy), it is difficult to say that a ‘product’ is not being 

offered.  Self-employment may represent a first-step towards ‘entrepreneurialism’ through 

increasing personal economic autonomy and not feeling dependent on an employer. 

 Decline in microbusinesses with one-employee, especially since the crisis (in contrast to 

growth in all other size categories of microbusinesses) – this may be due to businesses with 

one employee having the opportunity to shrink slightly to get under the VAT threshold when 

facing difficulty. 

 

Policies to build competitiveness and growth 

 Is ‘backing winners’ contrary to an ‘eco-system’ approach?  Also risk of ‘deadweight’ when 

backing winners (i.e. ‘winners’ will often succeed in the absence of assistance). 

 Promoting key cities as ‘Growth Poles’ in order to foster an entrepreneurial eco-system may 

have merit. 

 Germany and USA have ‘development boards’ to align training provision and employer 

needs, and public and private investments. 

 Successful Scottish businesses tend to sell too early, leaching profits and investments (and 

often jobs) outside of Scotland. 

 Anglo-Saxon financial systems drives short-term investments yielding quick returns. 

 

Perspectives on supporting new businesses 

 Is start-up/ growing distinction emerging within Business Gateway? 

 Awareness of business advice services available is crucial. 

 

A framework and action plan for women’s enterprise in Scotland 

 Is some self-employment among women due to limited opportunity in the paid labour 

market? 

 Obstacle to take on first member of staff due to lack of time for training was reported in 

WES’s survey of women in business, e.g. on HR and legal issues, personnel management and 

absenteeism/sickness.  

 Mentoring can play an important role. 
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PROGRAMME 

 

12.00 Registration and lunch 

12.45 Welcome and Introduction 

Prof Donald Houston, Scottish Cities Knowledge Centre, University of Glasgow 

12.50 'Entrepreneurial Eco-systems and Growth' 

This presentation explores the concept of entrepreneurial ‘eco-systems’ - the wider 
networks and service infrastructure required to encourage entrepreneurialism, and reflects 
on their presence or otherwise in cities. 

Prof Colin Mason, University of Glasgow 

13.20 'Microbusiness growth and the urban economy' 

This presentation presents figures on the scale of microbusinesses in cities, and evidence 
on the factors associated with those that grow into larger firms. 

Dr Darja Reuschke, University of St Andrews & Prof Donald Houston, University of Glasgow 

13.50 Coffee 

14.00 ‘Policies to Build Competitiveness and Growth’ 

This presentation looks at the challenges of building stronger growth among companies, 
the role played by policy and business support, and what the evaluation evidence tells us. 

Dr Brian McVey, Director of Strategy, Scottish Enterprise 

14.15 ‘Perspectives on supporting new businesses’ 

This presentation outlines services provided by Business Gateway, and presents evaluation 
evidence and a reflective view from the Business Gateway service on what works in 
supporting new businesses. 

Hugh Lightbody, Chief Officer,  Business Gateway National Unit 

 

14.30  ‘A Framework and Action Plan for Women’s Enterprise’ 

This presentation outlines survey results on the obstacles faced by women in growing 
businesses, and presents a Framework and Action Plan for Women’s Enterprise which was 
launched in 2014. 

Anne Meikle,  Women’s Enterprise Scotland 
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PRESENTATION OUTLINES 

 

'Entrepreneurial Eco-systems and Growth' - Prof Colin Mason, University of Glasgow 

It is increasingly being argued that dynamic ecosytems – comprising the clustering and interaction of 
entrepreneurs, entrepreneurial actors and institutions – provides better opportunities for new firms 
to start and grow. The presentation will consider four aspects of entrepreneurial ecosystems: their 
distinguishing features; where they emerge and why (emphasising the importance of place-specific 
assets); their genesis and evolution; and role of policy. 

 

'Microbusiness growth and the urban economy' - Dr Darja Reuschke, University of St Andrews & Prof 

Donald Houston, University of Glasgow 

Microbusinesses (those employing less than 10 people) have been systematically overlooked in 

urban economic development thinking and policy – in contrast to having some prominence in rural 

economic development.  This presentation reports analysis that shows, firstly, that microbusinesses 

account for the majority of enterprises and a substantial proportion of employment in 

cities.  Secondly, microbusinesses in cities are considerably more likely to grow – and grow rapidly – 

than in smaller towns and rural areas (even after taking account of the different mixes of industries 

found in urban and rural areas).  Thirdly, microbusinesses which do not meet conventional economic 

‘success’ traits are as likely or more likely to be growing - in particular microbusinesses based in 

people’s houses (rather than dedicated business premises).  Fourthly, microbusinesses are more 

likely to export most of their sales when they are located in cities than elsewhere. In conclusion, 

microbusinesses are integral to the functioning of urban economies and essential to understanding 

the nature of innovation and indigenous growth in cities. 

 

‘Policies to Build Competitiveness and Growth’ - Dr Brian McVey, Director of Strategy, Scottish 
Enterprise 

Entrepreneurship, and support for small businesses and high-growth companies are long-established 
policy areas in Scotland.  Over this time, much has been learned about the effectiveness of policy, 
informed by academic research, programme evaluation and by more effective engagement between 
different players and different providers of support.  As we reach the latter part of the significant 
changes that have occurred in the economy since 2007/8, this is a good time to review the evidence 
and to consider the challenges Scotland faces in seeking to grow our economy in the near future.   
This presentation will share some of the evidence being used by Scottish Enterprise to craft its new 
strategy and its 2015-18 Business Plan. 

 

‘Perspectives on supporting new businesses’ - Hugh Lightbody, Chief Officer,  Business Gateway 
National Unit 

The presentation examining the perspectives from Business Gateway will cover what the service is 
and what it does and will consider the lessons learned from the 2011 Evaluation and how this has 
helped shape the service.  It will look at the issue of market failure and question whether this exists 
or, indeed, is important.  The presentation will also look at the perceived strengths and weaknesses 
in policy, knowledge and research within the wider business support environment as perceived by 
the Business Gateway service. 
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‘A Framework and Action Plan for Women’s Enterprise’ - Anne Meikle,  Women’s Enterprise Scotland  

This brief talk will outline the work of Women’s Enterprise Scotland (WES) including the Framework 
and Action Plan launched this year in partnership with the Scottish Government. Over the summer 
of 2014, WES conducted a survey of some women owned businesses in Scotland and key points from 
the results of the survey will also be presented. 


